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Abstract : This paper presents a comparative  study on  

existing algorithms to get optimize result during the floor 

planning phase in VLSI  design process, with emphasis on 

recent studies on interconnect design and optimization   

high-performance VLSI circuit design under the deep 

submicron fabrication technologies. Here we compare two 

algorithms namely adaptive hybrid memetic algorithm 

(AHMA) and exact algorithm (EA) to find optimal solution  

for floor planning problem .In AHMA genetic algorithm is 

used for global search space  and modified simulated 

annealing algorithm for local searching .These global and 

local exploration are applied death probability strategy. 

Where as containment algorithm is used to  get optimization 

in packing area and spark algorithm is used  to reduce floor 

planning problem. 
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I. Introduction  

 

Given a net list specifying the interconnection between 

different functional blocks, the target of VLSI is to obtain 

proper floor plan such that no two blocks overlap 

simultaneously cost metrics has minimized .floor planning is 

the first step in designing the chip layout .This phase is 

significant for physical design but also to produce optimal 

design. 

 In order to optimize the chip area and total wire length that is 

traditional design metrics, many optimization techniques are 

proposed .As science and technologies advances we have to 

consider various constrains for obtaining modern and quality 

floor plan results  in  maximum utilization of the area, total 

wire length, ceiling temperature of a chip an adaptive hybrid 

memetic algorithm was proposed. The intention is to diminish 

distances, in our case the weighted half-perimeter wire length 

here it  is  the amount of metal needed to connect the circuits 

in a way that ensures the functionality of the chip one more 

problem arises In some approaches of floor planning problem 

where the height and widths are varying.  

However, here we are considering only the  hard rectangular 

blocks whose heights and widths are fixed i.e.,outline is fixed 

.when we consider packing problem,approaches were looking 

forwrad forward for optimum solution.Here packing means 

tne number of small rectangular blocks  that can be merged in 

a given area of large rectangle in  proper wayensuring proper 

functionality of the blocks. 

Literature Survey: 

Optimization methods are of two types 1.systematic 

(analytical)formulation based methods 2.Iterative based 

method. 

Systematic based methods utilize mathematical encoding that 

comprises of set constraints and objective functions which 

resolved by mixed integer linear programming method. This 

method is good when there are small number of blocks. If 

number of blocks increases it takes time to get legal floor plan 

the iterative use different strategies to obtain quality solutions. 

 For example, to effective utilization of  the area and wire 

length of chip an effective hybrid simulated annealing 

algorithm was presented but in order to contract with our non-

slicing floor plan problem genetic algorithm and also novel 

genetic algorithm were proposed then to obtain potential floor 

plan solution .Particle swarm algorithm was brought out into 

this hitch. Surrounded by these methods simulated annealing 

based algorithm is one of the efficient method to fall floor 

planning problem. 

 We know that heat dissipation increases as power density 

increases, eventually results in increase in the temperature 

Authors proposed a novel 3D stacked technology to code the 

problem due to the temperature issue later a hybrid PSO-GA- 

based algorithm was introduced to bring down total wire 

length, area and peak temperature of a chip by dispersing the 

temperature crossway the chip 

 There is a large solution space available in VLSI floor 

planning. But there is no optimization method to exploit the 

entire space based on an adaptive hybrid memetic algorithm 

was presented which uses genetic search algorithm as a global 

search method and efficient modified simulated search 

algorithm for local search which are balanced by death 

probability strategies. The problem of posing numerous 

rectangles disjointly into a larger area which  is considered as 

another rectangle, is well-known as rectangle packing. 

Algorithmic improvements ,where various structures are used 

to represent the arrangement of the rectangles. To calculate  

wire length, optimal placements floor plan representations 

which helps for proper representation of placements in floor 

plan in  effectual manner. 

Objectives: 

The main objective of adaptive memetic algorithm is cost 

minimization. Hence fitness function of a floor plan is 

delineated  as fitness of compacted floor plan=1/cost of 

compacted floor plan 

 In this algorithm every individual is a binary which 

corresponds to a consolidated algorithm. Here we produce a 

sequence of binary trees and  then initial population of 

individuals for genetic operators are produced. Unlike the 

reads of cross over and mutation operators in the standard 

genetic algorithm, these are used to investigate and exploit the 
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search space and neighbourhood configuration respectively in 

adaptive hybrid algorithm. 

 Cross over operator generates a child which has 

characteristics as of their  two parents. In the cross over we 

expect improved probability of global searching. Basically 

crossover pick out a node and sub tree in parent and  delete  

only corresponding notes in the derived or copied parent and 

reserves some significant structural information from both 

parents. Hence cross over has higher probability to obtain the 

floor plan in better way when compared binary tree cross over 

can explore the much large search space. Two mutation 

operators are available for this adaptive hybrid memetic 

algorithm represented by a binary tree, for maximum 

possibility of search space exploration. 

To get optimisation in case of packing aspect containment 

algorithm was utilised in exact algorithm.This algortihm states 

that whether the polygon is interior or exterior to other 

polygon.Placed polygons are denoted with ‘B’ where as non 

placed polygons are denoted by ‘R’.Location is assigned to a 

polygon or subset of polygons,it is called placement. 

Complete placement is called when locations are assigned to 

all polygons.As mentioned above smaller rectangles are 

considered from a rectangular region. A rectangle with ri 

placed   and location (xi, yi)  is called.Hence placed rectangles 

which is also called blockages are denote as B and non placed 

rectangles are denotec with R. In this circumstance , set of 

rectangle is identified as [xi, xi + wi ] × [yi, yi + hi]. here 

location is assigned to a rectangle which is called placement 

and this will be effectual when it ensues the following 

conditions. 

1. Containment condition: all the blockages should be 

interior to outer rectangular box. 

2. Non-overlap condition: The blockages are set wise internal-

disjoint. A function that maps pair of rectangles to its 

corresponding positions ,then it is called relative placement. 

Consider ρ  as relative placement and if all paired rectangles 

are mapped in to its domain ,we call it as a complete relative 

placement. 

The  below figure  demonstrates the containment algorithm. .  

          
containment algorithm 

          Here ρ[◦] represents the relative placement.This ρ  is 

extended by mapping by mapping (ri, rj) to iHj, whenever this 

approach results to complete relative replacement,the 

algorithm is halted when result is consistent.By this extension 

many relations has a chance to implied directly. These 

relations are accessible immediately  by maintaining shortest 

path between pairs. 

 But those matrices are also useful for another reason: When 

extending the relative placement within the Containment 

algorithm, more relations might be implied directly. For 

example, if ri is to the left of rj and we add the relation that rj 

is to the left of rk, then we also know that ri has to be to the 

left of rk. When maintaining all-pairs shortest path matrices, 

these implied relations are available immediately 

Local search method: 

In order to make use the information in  search region ,in case 

of local search method we use an altered simulated annealing 

algorithm. This method is an efficient and important method 

to solve various problems in floor planning in VLSI.  Many 

authors introduced an effective hybrid simulated annealing 

algorithm for optimization of total area and wire length. 

Simulated annealing algorithm produces nearly optimal chip 

areas. Simulated annealing algorithm was presented to scale 

down the rising moves number at the initial stage , by not 

acquiring more moves. To find a optimal solution a modified 

simulated annealing algorithm was proposed based on hybrid 

simulated annealing algorithm. 

 

                     Fig 1: Floor Plan And Its B*Tree 

In modified simulated annealing algorithm little uphill moves 

are accepted supported on the temperature strategies. 

Temperature function (T) of this algorithm  is given as 

 

Where i represents number of iterations,  represents 

the average change in current temperature and c denotes a 

user specified constant. 

Here temperature sets to zero in order to accept small number 

of inferior solutions. In modified simulated annealing 

algorithm binary tree(B*-tree) per tub to other tree by using 

the operations removing, swallowing, rotating blocks.s 

In adaptive hybrid memetic algorithm genetic search 

algorithm is used for global search and modified simulated 

annealing algorithm used for local exploitation. As mentioned 

earlier VLSI has very large solution space and optimization 

exponentially grows as problem size increases. Optimization 

method is not there which search all the solution space. 
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Genetic operators improve the probability of global searching 

to find optimal solutions and modified simulated annealing 

algorithm used to find local optimal solutions. 

 For combining these algorithms, death probability strategy is 

used in this adaptive hybrid memetic algorithm if we consider 

computation time and quality of solution. 

 

Fig2 : mutation operator 

Semantic branching is one of the logic used to improve the 

speed of containment algorithm. In practice the order of 

choosing and pairing of rectangles in containment algorithm 

will have greater effect on algorithm’s runtime. Thus a 

technique was proposed by Moffitt and Pollack where they 

considered the ordering of rectangles is based on their size. 

Based on maximum function value the algorithm processes 

the rectangular pairs in decreasing order. Here for branching 

rule the areas of the two rectangles should be relevant. 

  With the help of this tool they solve the optimization 

component which come across packing aspect which results 

optimal solution spark algorithm gives optimal solutions for 

floor planning problem. Spark algorithm is given below. 

 
 

 

Comparision with containment algorithm, Spark is modified 

by concerning with two main perspectives:During the 

algorithm ,whenever the first solution is determined ,spark 

algorithm instead of terminating in line 11 ,it is tracked whole 

branch and bound tree to find global solution.The another 

perspective is ,incorporate a  bounding  condition that 

measures wire length of relative placement. 

 

 

In  3
rd

  and 10th  lines of  spark algorithm , results  of vygen 

who demonstrates the extraction from a given relative 

replacement hold minimal wire lengths  which gives linear 

program in order to implement HPWL.  This linear program 

has maximal Cost Flow difficulty which is solved through 

polynomial time. Spark figures out an optimum solution for 

the  floor planning issue. 

Death probability strategy in AHMA: 

    The basic life table parameter qx is in the present study 

obtained through follow-up of a closed group of persons as 

they move from one age to the next. The database gives for 

each country, sex and cohort the number of persons who 

reached the exact age x and the number of them who died 

without reaching the age x + 1. The proportion of the latter 

among the former or Dx/Nx indicates the probability qx of 

dying at age x. The direct follow-up ensures strict 

correspondence between numerator and denominator which is 

a great advantage with the small numbers observed at high 

ages. 

 

Fig 3:: Two mutation operators 

It also allows easy measurement of chance variation. The 

annual probability of dying may be converted into a central 

death rate mx in which case it maintains its property of 

internal consistency while in an mx calculated from the mean 

population, deaths are not necessarily included among the 

exposed-to-risk of the same age, with the result that rates may 

become volatile. An annual probability of dying is also 

convertible to force of mortality µx. 
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Table 1:Comparision Table 

In this death probability strategy, based on living generation a 

dying probability is given to each individual .in natural law,no 

one individual not either exist all the times nor perish 

immediately. In this algorithm actual and survival  are the two 

ages should be considered for each individual.Actual age  is 

estimated based on number of generations in genetic operators 

and the age of  survival is given by threshold that an 

individual persist in the community.survival age is 

dynamically updated based on fitness function .the individual 

with less actual age is retained in population. 

In this algorithm instead of searching all points generated by 

genetic operators this adaptive hybrid memetic algorithm 

searches for individuals with large fitness values in floor plan 

temperature is estimated on ,temperature of each rectangular 

block  depends on  its power dissipiation,conterminous 

position and the neighbouring blocks in this algorithm is to 

distribute the temperature under the constraints such as area 

,wire length and reduces maximum  temperature as much as 

possible. 

Conclusion 

    In this paper it was a challenging  circumstance to decide 

which algorithm is efficient, that reduces floor planning 

problem and produce extremely quality floor plan. In the 

above compared algorithms for effective use of are, total wire 

length and peak temperature of the chip, adaptive hybrid 

memetic algorithm was introduced. Simultaneously power and 

time constraints associated with floor planning has to be 

overcome by reducing the size and quantity of the product. 

While computing the wire length of optimal floor plan, 

packing problem came into existence due to rectangular 

packing which affect the wire length computation. So, a 

proposed algorithm called containment  algorithm is used for 

scaling down the rectangular packing and exact algorithm was 

used for wire length problem. Between these two algorithms, 

beside of many comparisons like pins, io-pads, dead space, 

area. eventually we conclude that adaptive hybrid memetic 

algorithm gives optimal solution for floor planning compared 

to exact algorithm by reducing its area which increases the 

packing density. 
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Apte 287 214 73 73 45.56 46.5

6 

Ami3

3 

522 480 42 42 1.15 1.2 

Ami4

9 

953 931 22 22 35.44 35.4

4 

xerox 698 696 2 2 19.35 18.3

5 

hp 309 264 45 45 8.83 6.03 


